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Abstract 

Statement of the Problem: The number of patients receiving 

ART therapy seems to be increasing daily. This imposes a 

burden on both the patients and the health care workers. The 

patients travel long distances to the health facilities (Decroo et 

al., 2013:179). This becomes more of a challenge in rainy 

seasons when they have to cross rivers to get their refills. More 

transport costs are incurred as they visit the health Centre every 

month. Patients wait in long queues at the health facility, thus 

discouraging them to visit the health care facility more often. 

Health workers have to deal with large volumes of patients and 

this reduces quality of care. The purpose of the study was to 

assess the effectiveness of community ART groups on the 

clinical outcomes of stable patients on ART. Methodology & 

Theoretical Orientation: An observational, retrospective and 

cross-sectional study was conducted on 512 adults patients 

served at two primary health care centers in the peri-urban areas 

of Maseru capital city, Lesotho. The sample consisted of two 

groups namely those who were on CAGs and those not on 

CAGs. Findings: The majority of people on CAG were found to 

be virally suppressed and well retained in care. The plasma 

viral loads for most CAG participants were undetectable and 

viral suppression was maintained; while those not in CAGs, 

most of them still had detectable viral loads. Health care   

professionals reported reduced work load and reduced 

congestion of patients at the health facilities. Conclusion & 

Significance: Community ART Groups improved clinical 

outcomes of HIV infection. These patient-led groups provide 

support to members; assisting them to adhere to medication, 

thereby enhancing viral load suppression and improving 

retention in HIV care. Recommendations are that CAGs is an 

effective system to implement and hence healthcare workers are 

advised to encourage their patients to join CAGs. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: How CAGs work in a CAG group of 3 people 
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